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The frost-free free-standing 
drinking system from the PRO 
series is manufactured to ensure 
fresh drinking water all year 
round, for example in schoolyards 
and public spaces. Requires that 
the water supply pipe is frost-free.

The fountain has a timeless look, 
and is equipped with a 
foot-operated push button that 
ensures good hygiene. 
Furthermore, the push button 
ensures that the water 
dispenser automatically 
switches off after use, so that 
unnecessary resources are not 
used.

The height of this product is 850 
to the top of the bowl.
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PRO FREE STANDING 
DRINKING SYSTEM



Frostline is manufactured in Denmark and today has 
more than 25 years of experience. We offer a wide 
range of frost-free outdoor products in beautiful 
design, high quality and with great functionality.

The drinking fountain works by a self-draining 
mechanical valve emptying the product of water 
after use, which ensures fresh water all year round. 
Our products do not require the use of electricity to 
ensure frost-freeness, and are made of stainless 
steel - so environmentally friendly in every way. The 
drinking fountain has a foot-operated push button, 
which provides simple operation and good comfort. 
The product is delivered complete with well.
We recommend
It is recommended to use a supply water line of PEM 
pipe of 25 mm or larger.
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Product dimensions

Capacity
O-rings

Frostline valve
4-8 l/min. 2-6 bars
Gasket set 9010

1750 mm
Ø290 mm
Ø290 mm
Ø250x900 mm

850 mm
850 mm
½”

850

Models
Product plumbing no. 

694865.200 Stainless steel
Description

Specifications

Measure H-B
Weight

Packaging
1750 x 290 mm
10 kg

PRO FREE STANDING 
DRINKING SYSTEM

With a well For function and guarantee, there is a requirement for a frost-free water supply all year round, that the well is buried so 
that the top is in the ground and that the well is dry at all times. Below 5 degrees, no hose nozzles or equipment may be fitted.


